



































































1. I wonder ( who’s coming ) to the party?
2. I haven’t seen you in ages. ( How’s your business )?
3. This ( one’s ) for me and that ( one’s ) for you.
4. She’s late. I wonder ( what’s keeping ) her.
5. Hi, Jake. ( What’s up )? Anything special?
6. You look depressed. ( What’s eating ) you?
7. Rachel, ( there’s someone ) waiting for you at the door.
8. It can’t be helped. ( That’s the ) way life goes.
9. It’s not your fault. ( They’re the ) ones who are to blame.
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た。その際、1：当てはまらない /  2：どちらかというと当てはまらない / 3：
どちらとも言えない / 4：どちらかというと当てはまる /  5：当てはまる、の 5
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A Study on Listening Practice Focusing on English 
Sound Changes
Nobuhiro Kumai
The present study reports on the results of listening practice provided to one 
group of EFL Japanese university students. This practice deals with problems 
which they face in trying to understand naturally spoken English. It has been 
claimed in the previous research that many of them have difficulty understanding 
what native speakers of English say, especially when they speak in fast or casual 
manner. It is partly because the sound changes such as elision, assimilation, and 
reduction that often occur in casual conversations can hinder their comprehension 
in communicative situations.
The practice was mainly focused on sound changes of English and it was 
designed to help the class participants get used to these changes by using the 
“Guru-Guru” method in the classroom, alongside online speaking practice outside 
the classroom that made use of speaking assessment activities on Moodle and 
Google transcription service. The CASEC test was administered to the participants 
to identify their improvements in listening ability resulting from the intervention.
It was found that the overall listening comprehension score improved in 
the post-test. A descriptive analysis was also conducted in this study through 
observation and an online survey. The results show that the students liked the 
listening-focused class activities, and that they felt their listening ability improved, 
especially when it comes to intensive listening when they listen to English songs 
and watch English movies in which sound changes often occur. It was also found 
that the majority of participants regarded the activities as useful and effective, and 
showed continuing motivation to keep studying in the way described in this study.
